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Abstract. Learning Analytics (LA) is collecting and analyzing traces
of learners’ activities in order to understand and improve learning. This
paper focuses on traces generated using the version control system Git.
Existing works on the topic have limitations regarding the quality of the
traces they analyze: (1) the quantity and content are not always sufficient
for in-depth analysis of student behavior, (2) their limited reliability can
lead to a loss of exploitable data, and (3) the method of generating these
traces is not generic. We propose a new interactive system based on Git
and the observation of file modifications to generate automatically reli-
able and rich traces. This interactive system will soon be experimented
with in an ecological context and is intended for diversified teaching con-
texts.
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1 Introduction

If the use of version control tools, like Git, is widespread in the software industry,
it is also used in an educational context, mainly in computer science training
[3, 2]. Integrating such tools in teaching constitutes a simple means of obtaining
traces of the activity of the students thanks to the actions of commits carried out
during the progress of the activities to version the work. More particularly, Git
works using a decentralized architecture which allows to work with local copies
and thus to synchronize with the main remote copy. It helps teachers collect
students’ work. Also, Git can store in an optimized way the modifications made
by the students, called diff.

At the crossroads of Learning Analytics and version management software,
we see the emergence of work based on the analysis of traces produced using ver-
sion management software in computer learning [8]. Some works exploit Process
Mining techniques for trace analysis by extracting metrics related to students’
learning behavior [4].

However, these studies have limitations concerning the traces generated by
version control software (VCS) such as Git. Indeed, the content of these traces
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is not sufficient for certain analyses requiring more precise temporal information
to be known. For example, we can’t make an analysis on the duration of the
resolution of exercises because there is not enough information available for that.
Between the beginning of a work session and the resolution of an exercise, the
time actually spent working is unknown. Also, these traces may lack reliability
when their generation is based on a declarative and open process by the student.
Finally, these traces are generated with methods that are difficult to apply in
fields that do not fall within the field of computer science.

To overcome these limitations, we wonder how to design an interactive Git
trace generation system for students, and more specifically: (RQ1) How to in-
crease the quantity of Git traces using an interactive system? (RQ2) How to
increase the quality of Git traces using an interactive system? (RQ3) How can
an interactive system make the process of generating Git traces usable for an
audience unfamiliar with Git?

First, we will provide an overview of works that use Git traces to improve
teaching in section 2, while highlighting their limitations. Secondly, in section 3,
we will present the interactive system LAWG designed to answer the issues raised
by our research questions. Finally, we’ll explain how the features of LAWG ad-
dress this in the section 4.

2 State of the art

Several papers [3, 2] have experimented with integrating VCS into computer
science learning and show the benefits. The integration of VCS into practical
sessions gives the teacher the ability to centralize the distribution of course ma-
terial for all students and to easily monitor and collect their work[1]. In the
field of Process Mining (PM), several works [5] focus on analyzing Git traces
generated in the context of software development courses. In 2021, Macak et al.
[4] proposed a method to analyze Git traces of student projects using PM. This
article shows it is possible to identify student learning behaviors using PM tech-
nique. However, only the information provided by Git in a commit is considered
for analysis. Git traces do not contain contextual information about a student’s
progress in a learning activity, such as solving a well-identified question. There is
no temporal information concerning the dates of the start of resolution activity
for a question and therefore does not address (RQ1). Finally, this method of
analysis does not deal with the issues of reliability and easy of use of the traces
generation, as referred to in (RQ2, RQ3).

In 2018, Silvestre et Raclet [10] developed a learning protocol based on code
review and test-guided development. To help orchestrate its different phases, a
dashboard, G4S [7], is used. Based on the commits made and the milestones
(reviews, corrections) filled in by the teacher, this dashboard provides a number
of indicators, such as the progress of students within their group. The dashboard
also makes it possible to export the traces enhanced by the context of the reso-
lution of the questions. We exported the dashboard data and analyzed it using
PM techniques [6]. Unfortunately, we couldn’t extract any indicators of students’
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behavior because the traces didn’t contain enough information for that. More
precise information on students’ real-time activity (RQ1) was lacking, the pro-
cess of marking questions as solved depended too much on the students, leading
to errors in the data (RQ2), and the process was difficult to operationalize for
an audience not very proficient with Git (RQ3).

A 2022 study [9] explores an alternative way to automatically generate and
visualize student activity traces during practical sessions. To automate the gen-
eration of the traces, Rodriguez-Rivera et al. integrated the commit commands
into a Makefile, generating a Git trace for each compilation. But, compilations
are infrequent, leading to coarse tracing granularity (RQ1). Using a Makefile is
restrictive for a non-Git-competent audience (RQ3).

In conclusion, to our knowledge, there is a lack of prior work on an interactive
system capable of overcoming the identified limitations in quantity, quality, and
ease of use. We sought a compromise between G4S and EnCourse. To address
this, we have designed an interactive system that generates traces in real-time,
considering the contextual information of students’ progress, while maximizing
reliability and ease of use.

3 The interactive system LAWG and its features

To answer our research questions, we designed an interactive system, called
LAWG, written in Python and open-source, available for Windows, MacOS, and
Linux4. Our interactive system offers three main functionalities that we explain
in the following sections: (1) Supervise work sessions, saving all resources at the
end of each session (2) Observe all changes made to files in the workspace to save
them in real-time (3) Provide a command-line interface for students to mark a
question as solved.

The context in which LAWG is used is as follows: students work during work
sessions on worksheets made up of several exercises, each consisting of one or
more questions. Students flag questions as solved by making a commit (with
an associated message) and synchronize their remote workspace using the push
command5. Finally, the sequence of commits constitutes a branch.

Before using the interactive system, the teacher and then each student must
configure it6. The system manages the student’s workspace and automatically
traces the start and the end of a work session. When the student opens and
closes the system, it opens and closes the workspace, saving the latest changes.
These events generate the respective "Resume" and "Pause" commits.

When LAWG is launched, changes to workspace files are observed. Each event
causes a commit to be produced in the auto branch. The events observed are:
modification, creation, deletion, move and renaming of a file. For these commits,
we have defined a minimalist message form to facilitate further processing:

4Available on GitHub at this address: https://github.com/git4school/LAWG.
5Local and remote workspaces are managed with the VCS Git
6This part is explained in the longer version published here: https://hal.science/

hal-04141003
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– "[moved] <path_file> -> <path_new_folder>"
– "[renamed] <path_file> -> <new_name_file>"
– "[<event>] <path_file>"

LAWG offers the student a command-line interface. The commands available
are easily expandable thanks to a modular design and are suggested as a list to
the student. This allows the student to mark a question as solved with the fix
command, whose questions are also suggested. Using this command generates a
commit of the form "Fix <question>".

Last, some limitations of our system have been identified. First, there is still
a dependency between the student and the expertise in Git (initial cloning of
the repository and SSH key). Moreover, the system is not designed to work with
multiple branches as yet.

4 What are the benefits of using the interactive system?

Concerning the question (RQ1). The generation of traces when each file is mod-
ified provides a more detailed overview of student activity. This gives us greater
coverage of their actual activity. To test the system, we generated traces of a stu-
dent using the system to answer questions on an worksheet from a real course7.
The figure 1 shows an extract of the generated traces. New traces generated
thanks to the system are in red. We can see that the volume of traces is signifi-
cantly increased and covers a more extensive range of time than without using
the system.

Through the generation of a trace for each file modification, it is possible
to identify information about students’ behavior via the name of these files.
A concrete example of this, in the case of the figure 1, is the identification of
the good following of the Test-Driven-Development (TDD). We can see in lines
62 and 61 that the student integrates the test ArticleTest, then modifies the
associated class Article thanks to the naming convention of the tests. This
is, therefore, representative of TDD. On the other hand, we can see that the
student modifies the classes IndexController on line 67 before the associated
test IndexControllerTest on line 66. Here we see that the TDD is not followed,
and a simple comparison of the file names would make it possible to automate
this identification from these traces.

In addition, the management of work sessions makes integrating the begin-
ning and end of these sessions in the logs possible. This can be observed in the
figure 1 at the lines 44 and 74 with the commits "Resume" and "Pause". Also,
the associated mechanism, which empties and restores the workspace, allows us
to ensure the systematic use of the interactive system for each work session and,
therefore, the completeness of the traces.

7The anonymized dataset is available on OSF at this address: https://osf.io/t3wqr/
?view_only=69907570f39046edba382a5e855ed26a.

https://osf.io/t3wqr/?view_only=69907570f39046edba382a5e855ed26a
https://osf.io/t3wqr/?view_only=69907570f39046edba382a5e855ed26a
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Fig. 1: Extract of the traces generated with the system
Concerning the question (RQ2). With the question resolution interface, we

went from declarative and open trace generation to declarative but closed trace
generation. Indeed, the command fix generates a trace whose message is nor-
malized. Validating the command prevents the student from marking as solved a
question that is not in the list given to the configuration. In this way, errors from
the students are avoided. Thanks to its partial automation, traces generation be-
comes semi-automatic and closed. Many of the traces generated by LAWG are no
longer dependent on student declaration, reducing the possibility of omissions.

Concerning the question (RQ3). The interactive system makes it easier to
integrate into non-computer science areas. It abstracts the use of Git for trace
generation so that it can be used for an audience unfamiliar with Git. The
triggering of the automatic generation of traces when simply modifying a file
makes it usable in all areas that require working on a computer, especially when
the expected contributions are text productions.

5 Conclusion

We addressed the limitations of trace generation tools through Git repositories
and introduced our interactive system, LAWG. This system automatically gen-
erates traces when students modify files and includes a command for validating
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questions resolution. Our contribution improves the quantity, quality and easy of
use of activity trace production. In future experiments, we plan to apply process
mining techniques or analyze student behavior in relation to target behaviors.
Our interactive system will be tested in computer learning courses this year,
and we are prioritizing the collection of personal data, ensuring compliance with
GDPR regulations. Access to personal data is restricted to teachers via the G4S
dashboard, and anonymized data is made available to researchers. To simplify
the process and ensure GDPR compliance, data anonymization will be integrated
into the export feature of G4S.
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